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Hezi Cohen Gallery is pleased to present 'Sum of Its Parts' – a new solo show by artist 

Shay Kun. In this series of recent works, Kun continues to explore the concepts of 

perception and memory through the illusive surfaces of painted landscapes. Using 

strategies of reproduction and editing, Kun turns aerial views of poor neighborhoods 

around the world into geometric systems of labyrinths. The mediation of these images 

through painterly action underscores the gap between their visually pleasing, two-

dimensional representation and their reality as a three-dimensional inferno . 

 

In everyday life, we have become so accustomed to drawing conclusions about existence 

in the lived sphere from its flattened representation, and vice versa, that the 

transmutation of one dimension into the other seems to have become transparent. In 

Kun's works, by contrast, the reconstructed images attempt to suspend our automatic 

perceptual mechanisms, disrupting their structural logic in order to impede us from filling 

in the gaps by relying on previously concluded assumptions . 

 

The rules are strict, light is the hand: Each image is crossed by horizontal and vertical 

mirrors deployed along the outline of parallel lines. Through these tracks, which define 

the rigidity threshold for these sights, the tough symmetrical world portrayed by Kun is 

revealed as a soft territory, consisting of multiple delicate transparences  

 

It is interesting to see how Kun, a master of the little details, approaches the structural 

foundation of his work in a concise manner. We find out that it only takes the symmetrical 

multiplying to turn the transient into an enclosed plaza which opens before us like a 

geometrical ornament. The dark lines separate us from this world of cotton wool-

concrete, reminding us that this is an external view, and that fortunately, we are not 

t h e r e .  Like hieroglyphic sheets, or alternatively a map from an old computer game, 

these tracks ask to be inhabited by their citizens. Thus, we are made aware of their 

existence. 

 

For Kun, accessing various layers of consciousness may be likened to solving a riddle 

rather than to playing a tape. The raw materials of existence are the ones that establish 

what we consider to be the most plausible version of past events. At times, viewing the 

daily news is the sweetest 'bitter pill' available for bolstering our sense of being, while in 

other instances, we just observe with wonder the colorful flickering of reality's darker 

corners. 
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